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Outline

• Spatial Skills - what are we talking about?

• Motivation for (further) study in CS (and STEM)

• Theoretical model for SS ßàCS

• Pilot study on spatial skills training in a CS class

• Next steps



What are spatial skills?

• Very hard to get clear definitions 
of what they are
• Tartre (1990)

• Attempting to understand and 
discuss something like spatial 
orientation skill, which is by 
definition intuitive and nonverbal, is 
like trying to grab smoke: The very 
act of reaching out to take hold of it 
disperses it. 

• Often described using tests…
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Described via tests… Spatial Visualisation

Spatial Relations
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Associations with STEM

• Super and Bachrach (1957):
• Associated spatial skills with scientific careers and engineering

• Wai, Lubinski & Benbow (2009):
• Used Project Talent data: 400K high schoolers in 1960
• STEM PhD graduates very high in SS in high school

• Nora Newcombe (2010):
• SS are useful in many disciplines, easily trained in schools (and 

often already are, though not enough)

• Further studies in Maths, Physics and Chemistry
• SS linked to improved performance in aspects of these subjects



Associations with STEM
• Sorby, engineering (1991-2015)

• Examined for years – SS training compulsory for entry level
students who fail PSVT:R.

• Demonstrated causality – higher grades, better retention

• Veurink & Sorby (2011)
• Evaluated SS training for engineers on additional modules

• Calculus, Chemistry, Physics and CS
• Training led to better final GPAs. But adoption optional

• Pallrand & Seeber, physics (1984)
• Physics control, placebo, exptl grps, and liberal arts stdnts
• Exptl group best, but control/placebo better than lib arts
• Suggests that STEM subjects themselves train SS



Associations with CS

• Cooper et al (2015)
• Attempted replication of the Sorby model
• 2 wk summer school, experimental and control groups
• Difference in post CS test not significant

• Although evidence that low socio-economic status students did 
benefit more (low SES less likely to take subjects fostering SS, or 
have played with appropriate pre-school toys?)

• Jones & Burnett (2008)
• Tested SS of students on a masters conversion course
• Those with higher SS did better in programming courses
• No correlation with more human-factors related courses



Unsettling aspects for us

• No paper attempts to develop a theoretical model 
for why Spatial Skills might influence STEM skills
• Surely essential to hone appropriate interventions?

• Causality not demonstrated convincingly in CS



Two contributions – in ICER 2018
• Explored the variation of SS across CS “levels”

• First years, final yr BSc (Yr4), final yr Msci (Yr5), PhD students,
CS academics
• First years from a CS0 little-or-no prior programming course

• Significant increase in SS with academic level (p<0.01)
• Large effect size for staff & MSci over Yr1s, medium effect size 

for Yr4 & PhD over Yr1s

• Theoretical model to link SS/CS
• SS & STEM develop ‘hidden’ skill
• Why bother with SS then?

• Multiple exercises in short time
• Better than current problem

based pedagogy giving far
fewer iterations

• Cognitive load issue



Proposed theoretical model



Pilot SS improvement in CS class

• Used a CS0 cohort (101 students)
• Little/no programming experience
• 40% aiming for CS degree, 60% on other programmes

• Wk 6: whole class – CS test and SS test (PSVT:R)

• SS Fails (<19/30) or marginal passes (19-21/30) 
• invited onto a 4 wk SS training course – 54 students
• Wk 12 invited to retake SS test and a focus group

• Wk 12/13: whole class – lab and written exams



SS training course

• Based heavily on Sorby's SS training workbook
• though heavily condensed

• Sorby’s course is 10 wks, one 1-hr session per week

• Our design:
• Four weeks, using 8 of Sorby’s 10 ”chapters”
• Four 1-hour lab sessions – 1 per week

• A set of sketching exercises in each lab session

• Four online quizzes
• One to be attempted before each lab session



Sample sketching exercise

• Given the three 
orthographic (top-
down, side on) 
views, the 
participant is 
required to draw 
the 3D shape in the 
space provided 
(filled in here)



Sample quiz question
Given the shape below left, how many 90° rotations 
(and by which axis/axes) to give the orientation on 
the right

(an answer in this case is once by X followed by once by Y)



Student observations

• They enjoyed the content
• They engaged better with sketching than quizzes
• No strong feelings about how they thought the course would 

impact their CS ability…
• … but observed that the same level of focus and attention was 

required for a difficult SS exercise and a difficult CS exercise
• Students would have preferred to spend more time on the 

content
• perhaps the 10 hours that Sorby proposed

• Students did not engage with provided literature so were unsure 
of the full purpose of the course
• It had been explained in lectures, but not enough, clearly
• Literature provided was pretty dense, to be honest L



Optional course – inevitable low 
turnout – but SS increased

• 54 offered training
• 18 engaged –

attending at least one
lab session
• 5 attended the post 

test



CS skill changes?  Viewed rankings
• Change in class rankings compared between assessments:

• Wk 6 Mid term
• Wks 12/13 Terminal assessment – practical and written 

• Only students intending CS degrees were selected,
• Aim: rule out students possibly not as invested in the course 

• Result below analysed using Cohen's d 
• Takes low numbers into account
• Effect size of 0.94, indicating a strong result

Control (Passed or did not 
engage)

Experimental

Mean change in ranking -1.74 20.63

SD 29.70 15.86

n 34 8



Summing up…
• Body of evidence building for larger-scale study

• Plausible model linking SS with CS
• Higher SS in more advanced CS people
• Sorby & Veurink, Cooper et al, and this pilot study

• Experience of running such a SS course valuable
• Better to put all SS training activity into timetabled sessions
• Make it mandatory
• Students enjoy it

• Full controlled experiment now justified
• Try experimental groups with each of SS training and additional CS activity, as 

well as control group
• Looking for funding for multi-institutional study – involving universities and 

schools

Investigating the Relationship between Spatial Skills and Computer Science (2018) 
Parkinson and Cutts.  To appear in ICER 2018.



Other associations with STEM

• Tartre, maths (1990):
• Spatial skills contribute to ability in certain maths areas

• Carter et al., chemistry (1987):
• Spatial skills linked with success in introductory chemistry

• Pribyl & Bodner, chemistry (1987):
• Spatial skills linked with ability to understand molecular models

• Kozhevnikov et al., physics (2007):
• Psychology students with better spatial skills performed better 

in physics kinematics problems than their peers with lower 
spatial skills


